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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
One of the significant developments in business in recent
years has been the wider application of a scientific method
of testing all aspects of business operations. Under the
leadership of some of the largest companies in the better
known industries, the growth of, research work has been
stimulated. This work has taken many forms, all the way
from an improvement of the product to intensive studies
of minute parts of the operations of a particular business.
Our Bulletin this time is given over to two papers which
explain the relationship of the cost acountant to research
work. The papers taken together cover the subject from
the standpoint of both a large- and small -scale business.
Many of the thoughts expressed in these papers should be
applicable to the problems encountered by our members,
no matter what the type or size of business with which
they are connected.
Mr. William S. Wheeler, Jr., the author of the first
paper, was engaged in the study of chemical engineering
at Northeastern University, when he answered the call to
service and went into the army during the War Period.
Following the War, he entered the College of Business
Administration
at anBoston
University
left colle
to
take a position as
assistant
industrialbut
engineer
with
ge the
Lever Brothers Company of Cambridge Mass. While on
this work, he was associated with Mr. rank B. Gilbreth
and Mr. G. Charter Harrison in time and motion studies
and the setting of factory cost standards. Since 1921, he
has been with the McCallum Hosiery Company of Northampton as Research Director, developing a Technical Department for the control and improvement of the quality
of the product. This work has taken him to all the principal silk markets of the World, and he is at present serving on the Raw Silk Classification Committee and the
Sub - Committee on Standards for the Raw Silk Association of America.
Mr. Earl P. Stevenson, the author of the second paper,
was graduated from Wesleyan University in 1916. He
then became an instructor in the chemistry department of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and received
his Master of Science Degree from that Institution. During the War, he was a Lieutenant in the Chemical Warfare Division, and following this service, he joined the
staff of Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., in 1919.
He has been associated with this organization since that
time, and for the past several years he has been Vice President and Director of Research.
Both these papers were delivered before the Boston
Chapter, N. A. C. A.
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CO ST REDUCTION TH RO UGH TH E RESEARCH
DE P A R T M E N T
T I L comparatively recent years art, science and industry
U Nwere
accepted as three separate and distinct fields of human
activity. Art was always for art's sake, science was for the scientist, and industry went its own sweet way making and selling
things for profit. Under the growing pressure of competition industry's way has become less sweet and we have seen it call in the
artist and the scientist, —the former to assist in selling the ever increasing production, and the latter to ',elp reduce production costs
by refining processes and eliminating waste. We are all aware of
the brilliant success of this three -sided partnership, but we are apt
to overlook the agency which makes art and science effective in
industry. This agency is research and by "research" I mean systematic investigation, fact - finding and interpretation.
The artist knows little about the needs of industry. We have
advertising agencies to bring art and industry together, and within the industrial organization we have Sales Research or Sales
Promotion Departments to determine how art can best serve the
needs of that organization. In a like manner, science must be applied to industrial needs through the intermediate aid of research.
In the field of science the counterpart of the advertising agency is
the Industrial Laboratory and the consulting engineer, while corresponding to internal Sales Research and Sales Promotion we
have the Technical Research Department.
Before going further I should like to make some reference to
what I believe is a rather popular misconception. Research,
whether fundamental or applied, is not to be identified with science
alone. All science involves research, but all research does not involve science. It is simply a logical fact - finding method and as
such has application in any field where a knowledge of what we
are doing is of value.
The cost accountant of today might be called the bookkeeper of
yesterday plus research. Cost systems have gone out of the ledgers
and into the factory in an attempt to answer the eternal "why"
and "what can we do about it ". Time Study departments have
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gone to the machines from the time clocks to answer the same
questions about man -power by the research method.
In the sense that industry has in the past progressed by the
solution of problems that confronted it from day to day, it has
been applying research since its very beginning — superficial and
haphazard possibly, but still— research. In the days of the one man or "line" organization, how much time or what facilities did
the manager, superintendent or foreman have for making systematic study of factory problems? What could the bookkeeper
learn about operating costs from the invoices, inventories and payroll sheets that came to his desk? Industry has been forced into
merger, mass production, and functional control. Specialized departments have taken over practically all the duties of the old boss,
excepting administration which always was and always should be
his job. These departments now have the time, training and facilities necessary to carry on systematic study with the result that
even with greatly increased overhead, unit costs have been reduced
in every branch of industry. In other words, the research method
in each phase of manufacturing has much more than paid its own
way.
In the development of functional control attention was first directed toward production planning, time study and cost finding.
These functions deal essentially with the quantity of production
and the time and money spent on that quantity. But what of the
quality of the product and the process technique by which it was
produced? Quality control is one of the last functions of management to be assigned to a specialized department. Chemical industries which were born and bred in the laboratory, and such industries as owe their existence to modern science and engineering
are necessarily operated under exacting technical control of raw
materials, processes and products. But there are some that are
older than science itself which, like Topsy, have "just growed ".
Notable among these is the textile industry which is nowadays so
frequently pointed out as a horrible example of "splendid isolation". The new and highly technical rayon industry has
brought textiles in general back into the good graces of science,
but cotton, silk and wool have far to go before they can stand
alone and unashamed.
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However, recent mergers and the growth of individual organizations have given birth to an increasing number of mill laboratories and Research Departments. No small factor in this development has been the keener interest of both retail stores and
the consuming public in why an article is worth the price, and
when the buying public takes that attitude it can sometimes ask
embarrassing questions of the seller who is unprepared to answer —and the seller of textiles is no exception.
If technical control through science and research needs further
defense I am sure Mr. Stevenson, who represents one of our foremost industrial laboratories, is far better qualified than I am to
defend its position. I shall therefore confine my discussion to
the development and operation of our own Research Department,
because after all, while the research man cares more for the chase,
his employer and those as yet unconvinced have a perfect right
to center their interest on the game bag.
Raw silk is a very costly and capricious raw material and the
processing of it requires highly skilled and highly paid workers.
The resulting silk hosiery is therefore a costly product and each
defective pair entails a considerable loss. Seconds may be caused
anywhere in the chain of operations and "once a second always
a second ". Since cure after detection is impossible, prevention
becomes doubly important.
In 1924 there was a raw silk laboratory in our Throwing Mill
where the silk is prepared for knitting. Here the raw material
was tested and selected by people who had little knowledge of
what happened to it after it left that department. At the other
end of the process we had the Final Inspection Department where
a varying percentage of the finished hosiery was thrown into
"seconds" by people who knew little about what caused the defects. Between these two extremes there was other quality testing and inspection such as is found in any organization, but no
complete picture of quality was possible with the agencies of quality
control operating independently, each in a kingdom of its own.
It was obvious to the management that reduction of seconds was
possible only with effective quality control, and this required the
coordination of the various elements of control to bring cause and
effect under the same roof for study.
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The establishment of the Research Department meant little
more than bringing existing testing activities and equipment together with only slight additional expense. But a laboratory full
of shiny instruments plays no more part in quality control than
an adding machine in cost finding. We could not bring the mill
into the laboratory so we had to make a laboratory out of the mill,
and no superintendent is allowing anyone to make a laboratory
out of his mill unless he sees some reason for it. This is lesson
number one for any Research Department —it must be of some
service to those from whom it expects to get cooperation. New
fangled ideas choke when crammed down the throat.
In any well- managed mill there are no juicy, cost reduction
plums lying around on the floor waiting to be picked up. We
needed a lot of information and help from every department before we could be of much use to others. But with the existing
facilities we could make comparative wear tests and analyze competitive products for the Sales Department, identify and sort out
mixed yarns, and do innumerable other odd jobs for every department in the factory, determine the quantity of materials in proposed new products for the Cost and Production Departments,
and follow through mill -run tests of certain raw silks for the Purchasing Department to determine their suitability.
While carrying on what might be called the service and publicity phases of the work, we were looking for strategic points
from which to ambush losses. The place to catch a thief is in the
dining room with his hands full of silver ware, but the results
are the same if you can collar him as he leaves by the back door.
To make significant tests on all the silk before buying it, and then
to test again after every operation up to the final inspection of
hosiery would be one way to catch defective work red - handed.
But that was out of the question, so we went directly to the Inspection Department and worked out a form of inspection ticket
which showed a classification of seconds by causes. This was
the first step in making a laboratory out of the mill and constituted our most valuable ambush. Daily records from the Inspection Department brought both cause and effect into the laboratory
f or study.
I said that we classified seconds by causes, but if that were lit 1260
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erally true we could have stayed in the office and pointed out the
sources of avoidable loss, I should have called it a classification by
types of defects for we began to find that certain defects were
traceable directly to one operation but indirectly to either a previous operation or to some hidden characteristic in the raw silk
itself.
Such findings gave us our clues to the location of other ambushes. We needed more significant tests on the raw silk to predetermine its suitability for a particular use. Then, because many
things can happen to the silk in the preparatory operations and
because the silk yarn must go to the knitting machines in the best
possible condition to prevent needless loss of time, waste of material and inferior product, we needed tests at this point in the
process which would make it impossible for defective yarns to go
farther.
When each new test had been in routine operation for a
period of time we were able, by tabulation of the results, to set
working quality standards and limits for that particular test.
Then, by comparison of the various tests with the standards, any
abnormal condition was at once revealed.
We now had the means of knowing and exercising some control over quality at the important stages in the process. We were
testing samples of silk before buying, again after delivery at the
mill, and again before being knitted into hosiery. One might
well remark that from all appearances we were making more tests
than stockings, but testing is cheap compared to hosiery and a few
pairs saved from the seconds pile will pay for a lot of testing.
Perhaps the best illustration of the value of routine testing was
a case of a few years ago. In testing certain lots of dyed silk
before they went to the knitting department we found an unusually snarled and chafed condition in the skeins which from past
experience we knew would cause no end of trouble in knitting,
as well as a high percentage of seconds in finished goods. However, by finding it in time we were able to put the silk to another`
use where its condition did not affect the processing or product.
By further investigation we discovered that the cotton lacing
strings which hold the skeins in place had been cut shorter than
usual. This alone would have been the direct cause of many hun1261'
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dreds of dollars loss, and yet the lacings had been cut shorter in
a branch Throwing Mill to save a few cents worth of cotton string.
Supposing we had not diverted these damaged lots, or been able
to quickly trace the defect to its original source, this branch
department would have continued for some time content with the
thought that it was showing a penny -a -week reduction in lacing
string cost, while the superintendent of the Knitting Mill would
certainly have been called on the carpet periodically to explain
an excessive percentage of seconds and high waste in his
department. Tangible cost reductions in one department may
crop up as huge losses elsewhere, but the connecting link is very
apt to be missing without complete quality control and continuous
research.
1 was in New York only last week at the invitation of a large
retail store buyer to discuss the technical details of hosiery construction with him and a representative of a retail association testing laboratory. This buyer is only one of a growing number
who intends to buy merchandise more on the basis of quality specifications and less on salesman's personality. Industry is far ahead
of the retail trade in buying its materials on definite specifications
but the practice is spreading rapidly into both retail and even consumer buying. Advertising is educating people to buy specific
qualities for specific purposes. We are being told to buy "seven bearing crank- shafts" and "small- bubble lather "; not automobiles
and shaving cream. Industry's own advertising forces it to buy
on specification, manufacture to quality standards and be prepared to sell on specification.
There are probably few organizations that are not buying their
raw materials on some sort of specifications but I will venture to
sav that there are many purchasing agents who cannot tell why
they insist on those specifications. In a paper which I read last
Spring at a silk technical conference in Japan I made the statement that American silk manufacturers who know their business
are no longer buying silk —they buy silk evenness, silk cleanness,
silk strength, etc. In other words, they know through research
the particular characteristics a silk must have for a particular
purpose.
Here is a case in point; A year ago we were making an especi1262
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ally high grade stocking. The cost was extremely high because
of an almost prohibitive percentage of seconds and yet we were
using the most expensive silk in the American market. A great
majority of seconds was found to be due to a cause which reverted to a single characterstic in the raw silk itself. While in
Japan last summer I was able to convince some of the Japanese
raw silk reelers that if they could improve that one characteristic
we could pay more than market price. The result has been a very
satisfactory reduction in seconds with a corresponding cost reduction in spite of the high raw silk price. I wonder if there are
not other organizations that could save money by spending it, if
they knew more about cause and effect in the factory.
There has been much discussion about how large a company
should be before it could afford a Research Department. No company can afford any department that does not at least pay for
itself. Organizations like the General Electric Company and
Eastman Kodak can support large staffs of scientific men for
fundamental as well as applied research. Smaller companies can
afford only the technical personnel and equipment necessary to
handle the every day problems of quality control. For these
smaller organizations the industrial laboratory and consultant are
courts of higher appeal to whom special problems can be taken
for final solution.
For many years we have been using a white felt covering for
wooden cones on which silk is wound damp for knitting. There
were in the past constant complaints that this felt became "dirty"
after a few days in process. Two boys worked full time recovering the cones until a microscopic examination of the felt proved
the "dirt" to be a black mold which soon stained silk wound on it.
Having no bacteriologist on our staff we took the problem in a
semi - finished state to an industrial laboratory and soon got a report that the formation of mold could be greatly retarded by simply putting the felt through a bleach bath before using it. A
few preliminary tests in the mill proved successful, so we requested
the suppliers of the felt to bleach it before shipping to the mill,
thereby saving at least the full wages of one boy. We very seldom need the services of a bacteriologist and therefore could
hardly afford to keep one on the staff. But the industrial labora-
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tories have trained specialists in all branches of science whose
services are an important factor in cost reduction for those who
have the means of knowing when they need a specialist. Every
man should know enough law to know when he needs a lawyer.
I have dealt so far only with the value of a research department
in reducing manufacturing costs through quality control, but, its
effectiveness goes outside the mill into the field of selling costs.
An old adage tells us that goods well bought are half sold. If
the goods happen to be the raw materials of industry they must
also be well manufactured before they u., calf sold. What constitutes the other half of selling is left to the imagination but the
overcoming of sales resistance probably accounts for a considerable share. Advertising carries on an endless battle with sales
resistance but the most elaborate campaign ever launched might
fail to overcome the resistance of a person who has had sad experiences with the product itself. Adequate quality control in
the mill cannot help but lead to greater uniformity in the product
and consequently improved consumer acceptance in the trade.
I recall an incident of a few years ago that illustrates the part
played by a research department in the maintainance of good
will. We were making a white stocking with red heels such as
were worn a few summers ago. The heels, of course, had to be
dyed with absolutely fast color or the stockings would be ruined
in the first washing. In our routine of testing dyed silks before
knitting, we subjected a sample of every lot to a rather severe
washing test. Several lots of this bright red went through without
trouble before one came in that fairly bled itself to death in even
luke -warm water. By some oversight in the dye house it was not
dyed a fast red, so was promptly sent back for re- dyeing. There
was enough silk in this lot to make over one thousand pairs of
stockings which might have later been sold at $3.00 a pair to one
thousand women who would wear them once, wash them, and
throw them away. The production reports, cost records and
finished goods inspection would not have shown up a defect of
this type, but the i,000 buyers would certainly have had just cause
for complaint. I have no idea how much it would cost in advertising to win back a thousand women and their 5,000 friends, but
1264
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whatever it might be, a three minute test in the research department unquestionably averted a very positive loss of good will.
In conclusion I will say that our research department is by no
means in a position to sit back and watch production flow through
the filters of quality control. There will always be work ahead for
a department that snakes a business of looking for trouble and
there will always be further refinements of processes and improvements in quality to be made. But if the department more than
pays for itself in tangible cost reductions it justifies its existence
without more than scratching the surface of its possibilities. Manufacturers who have not yet seen the need for technical control in
their organizations will sooner or later be pushed into it just as
surely as their own advertising is rapidly teaching the public to
buy value instead of price.

THE RESEARCH LABORATORY AND ITS
RELATION TO COST REDUCTION
is not quite the generality that it may seem at
M YfirstSUBJECT
glance, for in reality it deals with only one phase or type
of research activity and is in that sense limited and specific in
scope. It fixes attention upon the immediate question of increasing profits through the medium of decreased manufacturing costs.
There are obviously other research activities working toward this
same end, such as improving quality to secure larger markets with
attendant savings in sales cost, and possibly a premium price.
But these are outside our subject.
Neither are we concerned here with certain intangible values
associated with research activities that find their reflection in
profits. As soon as an industrial organization has created research
facilities there is a certain amount of auto - stimulation. Its horizons are broadened to an appreciable extent and its contacts with
other industries are more clearly realized. Creative imagination is
given more opportunity to function, and this most powerful of
all stimulants is sure to find some reflection in an improved corporate condition.
The purposes for which research may be undertaken are di1265'
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verse. In every case, however, we have to deal basically with
studies of the relationships between cause and effect. The astronomer may observe a certain phenomenon for which present knowledge affords no explanation. He seeks the cause, and the result
may be an Einstein theory. It is by this process that we have
made such remarkable advances in our knowledge of the basic
material of all industries— matter —which we now recognize as a
complex and varied arrangement of electrons and particles of
positive electricity.
That the purpose which has inspired many men to devote their
lives to a work which some may regard as too intangible to be of
practical value is nevertheless of almost incalculable value is not
difficult to prove. Possibly some of you, at least so I hope, bought
Radio stock long ago and then forgot about it. If so you are
directly enriched by the knowledge gained of electrons, upon the
regulated flow of which modern radio communication is based.
It is not my intention to devote longer time to the theme which
the foregoing suggests. I merely wished to establish a certain
perspective before stepping down to those realities with which we
here are more directly concerned. New products, new processes,
new industries are the modern aspirations, as they have been the
motive force for what we choose to call modern industry. An
ever - present incentive is cost reduction, and to achieve this in
part, an industry can rightfully look to its research laboratory, or
more correctly, the men who constitute its research or development organization. Given the required facilities, the necessary cooperation with other productive forces, and the proper direction,
failure to get results becomes largely a reflection on the scientific,
technical and mental abilities of those who comprise the research
organization.
The immediate success of the application of scientific methods
to the reduction of manufacturing costs has not always been realized. Such failures when experienced have too often been laid
at the door of the chemist. Doubtless there are instances where
the facts fully justify the assignment, but in the majority of cases
the fault was due to circumstances beyond his control.
Too many executives have rushed into this comparatively new
activity hoping to find a panacea for all ills. They forgot in hiring
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a chemist and expecting him to act as foreman of certain departments, to control materials in all departments, to work on particularly knotty sales problems that have a technical phase, that
in the last analysis they have hired a human being who was foreordained to be subject to ordinary ills both mental and physical.
Recently I met a very capable plant chemist whose value is now
appreciated, but who a year ago was held up as an example of the
over - valued status of his profession. The transformation was
brought about by a change in management; he now succeeds where
formerly he failed. The previous management had given him
three routine functions, and then forgotten these and looked to
him for certain revolutionary results when there was no time available for thoughtful work. He was judged, not by what he did but
by what he did not do.
Another instance has recently come to my attention in which the
research laboratory was expected to effect savings in process costs,
but did not have available the details of present processes. These
were largely controlled by foremen who regarded the facts as their
personal property which must be monopolized or their jobs would
be forfeited. You cannot expect any man to determine why a certain batch of skins was ruined in tanning unless he has in hand
all of the facts as to the conditions under which these skins were
handled at each stage of the tanning process. Again I have seen
data on material costs withheld while the problem was to decrease
costs. It is not reasonable to call for a cheaper rubber compound
if the actual cost figures on the present one are withheld.
The foregoing are admittedly extreme examples of misuse but
do serve, as they are drawn from actual experience, to illustrate
the first point which I desire to make. The research laboratory, to
justify its existence, must be handled as a productive force; it can
not be ostracized from direct association with the other productive
departments.
This statement leads up to the question of proper coordination
of the research laboratory with its associates. Unfortunately
there is no proven general formula by which this can be accomplished. A research laboratory can be fitted into any type of organization. However, I do not want to pass over this important
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phase of my subject with a generality, and will therefore venture
an opinion.
It has been my observation that research appears to flourish
best in the functional type of organization, as compared with the
line organization. The relative merits of these two types are debatable, and those more familiar with the questions here involved
will recognize with me that it is dangerous to draw conclusions
as to their respective merits from performance in any few given
instances. It is, however, inherent, I believe, in the functional organization plan to relieve the research worker of certain restrictions and to give him more direct responsibility, with the attendant
opportunities.
Where the research laboratory is responsible, as is often the
case, to the general manager in charge of production, it stands
constantly in danger of having its functions perverted. Its work
is subject to interruptions and its personnel to scattering. In case
of sickness in any other department a man is called away. Other
emergencies may arise, with the same result. It is true that a research problem may be abandoned on short notice, but it should
also be realized that, fundamentally, research is slow and tedious,
requiring the utmost in concentration. To interrupt such thoughtful, intensive work is to impose serious handicaps for which due
allowances should be made.
Many companies have come to realize that a certain segregation,
but not of the monastic order, is desirable, particularly with a
group that has been delegated to study the fundamental problems
of their industries. This seems in fact to be the present trend.
In the instance of the General Motors Research Corporation we
have an extreme example. The Standard Oil of New Jersey has
likewise incorporated its research department. Several weeks ago
we read of a similar move on the part of the "Royal Dutch Shell ".
Obviously such a structure is not only unnecessary, but also out
of the reach of the average -size business. However, we can be
sure that these cases reflect a lesson that has been learned from
experience, and the principle involved is therefore one deserving
of consideration.
Possibly this frequent misalliance of the research department is
the natural result of its evolution. It has frequently grown out of
1268
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the routine control laboratory. A company has had a chief chemist
for many years whose primary job has been the control of plant
processes and the development of specifications for materials
bought and sold. Later a man was hired to be his assistant and to
take over the solution of certain production problems, for which
the time of the existent personnel was insufficient. By this budding process a research laboratory comes into existence; sometimes
there has been failure to recognize when it has grown to man's
estate.
The research laboratory and its relation to cost reduction involves other issues than its position in an organization chart. As
Dr. Arthur D. Little once wrote, "There is danger in an organization chart — danger that it be mistaken for an organization."
"Why doesn't our research department turn over the result we
expect" is a question not infrequently raised. Possibly I have
answered this in part. There are other factors to be considered
which are more tangible than those dealing with questions of
human relationships with which, necessarily, we have been concerned up to this point. I propose now to take up a few of these.
First and foremost is that of problem selection. This should
not be done at random or be left to inspiration alone. The cost
department of a company is in a position to render most effective
assistance at this vital stage. Unless the problem is one involving
the elimination of a nuisance where the issue is "to be or not to
be," the worth - while -ness of undertaking any specific work directed toward reduction of manufacturing costs associated with
a given operation is primarily determinable by the realizable savings. The research department is in no position to determine this
without the assistance of correct cost data. Where this is available an invaluable yardstick is afforded. Not infrequently a problem which appears to be of the utmost importance from a purely
superficial examination will fail utterly to meet this ultimate test.
However, it does not follow that given ten problems, they should
be taken up in the order of their importance as judged by anticipated returns. There must also be taken into account the probability of their solution at a cost commensurate with the values
involved. This is an exceedingly difficult criteria to apply. It involves judgment and experience.
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Frequently those of us who are engaged in consulting work are
called to the assistance of a management which is non - technical
and almost wholly lacking in that experience and knowledge essential to the proper selection of problems by this criteria of probability. This point can best be illustrated by examples.
The lithographer may ask for a paper that is not subject to expansion or contraction with humidity changes in order to secure
exact register. Paper is made from cellulosic materials, and cellulose has as one of its characteristics a marked sensitivity to moisture. It is highly improbable that cellulose can be modified to the
point where it no longer is so sensitive. The solution of this problem calls for humidity regulation in order that the dimensions of
paper may be held constant from day to day, rather than in an attempt to alter the properties of cellulose.
Since the advent of pyroxylin finishes they have found many industrial applications outside of their first commercial use in the
finishing of automobiles. Numerous attempts to substitute
pyroxylin for other materials have, however, failed. Nitrocellulose, which is the basic material in pyroxylin lacquers, does not
possess all of the properties one might desire, and the good has
to be taken along with the bad. It requires comparatively expensive solvents, it is unstable, particularly in direct sunlight, its concentrated solutions are viscous, it must be compounded with other
materials to secure a moisture -proof film and it is inflammable.
The really remarkable thing is that, despite these objectionable
properties, the chemist has succeeded in doing so much with nitrocellulose; the commercial development of lacquers is an achievement of the first order. But the limitations to their use must also
be recognized. Where the specification is non - inflammability of a
high order, they are out almost on the first count.
It is the business of the research chemist to understand the limitations of the materials with which he deals, as these are defined
by both the chemical and physical properties. Great strides have
been made in recent years in substituting cheaper for more expensive materials. Platinum now costing around $8o an ounce is
being replaced by vanadium oxide in the manufacture of contact
sulfuric acid, by white gold in jewelry, by alloys of platinum in
chemical laboratory ware, and in a considerable number of its other
1270
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uses with attendant savings in costs to the user. Economic pressure is being brought to bear upon numerous other materials whose
present supremacy deserves challenging.
In facing these alluring possibilities sound scientific and technical judgment savored with the proper amount of common sense
must be relied upon in the selection of the problem if the research
laboratory is not to waste its substance. It is true that tin is expensive, and there is a fortune in store for any individual or corporation who can develop an alloy that will replace it in such uses
as that of the collapsible tube. A large corporation is reputed to
have spent many years and tens of thousands of dollars trying to
adapt aluminum to this use. What is feasible for this large corporation and John Smith, whose only interest is to find a cheaper
tube for this toothpaste, are quite different problems.
A long list of other materials for which substitutes are desired
could be developed, and each presents its own problems. A few
of these are shellac, linseed oil, rubber, asbestos, casein, synthetic
resins, and generally all the expensive chemicals. Even wood and
cotton are receiving attention.
We are faced with several issues when turning from the materials to the process side of industries. Vegetable tanning of
leather, oxidation of linseed oil in the manufacture of linoleum,
seasoning of lumber, application of oil -base paints, etc., all take
too long. The shortening of process time is a development objective for almost every manufacturing plant. The research laboratory should function in this field, but always from a background
of facts as these concern the properties of the materials handled
and the work of previous investigators.
Before an industry can expect to make intelligent use of its
research laboratory the objectives should be clearly defined, taking
into account the feasibility of each proposed research project, the
estimated savings and the funds available for the prosecution of
the work involved. A technical audit or survey is always desirable
in order to have from the beginning an appreciation of the exact
status of present processes. The cost department should play an
important role in gathering together data for this survey. Thereafter it should be party to a periodic review of the field covered by
the initial survey, and should place itself in a position to accurately
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advise the management of progress as measured by dollars and
cents results. It sometimes happens that the achievements of the
research laboratory are not registered, and in such cases it is obvious that the working morale is lowered. The cost department
is in a position to give impartial judgment.
Following a decision as to the working program for the research laboratory, means should be afforded for keeping daily
track of its activity. The primary purpose of this is not the petty
one of checking up to make sure that the laboratory is not soldiering. If this suspicion exists there is a lack of confidence that calls
for drastic action. The object to be served is to avoid any basis
for such lack of confidence and to give the director of the research
laboratory data essential to the intelligent conduct of his business.
While I have had the pleasure of making direct contacts with
many industrial research organizations and have gained some insight into their respective systems, the routine functioning of
Arthur D. Little, Inc., affords an example of the most widely accepted plan, although unique in respect to some details. As such
it will serve to illustrate the requirement with which we are now
concerned. It affords a satisfactory basis for research control.
In substance we use the case system wherein each contract is
given a number, under which sub -cases dealing with specific problems can be opened when the work involved requires such divisions. The case or problem is then assigned to one group, a
bound notebook bearing the case number is made up, and the number entered upon the daily report records of those men directly involved. All laboratory notes, conference reports and library information go into this or these notebooks.
At the conclusion of each day every member of the staff is required to account for the distribution by hours of his working
time. For this purpose a convenient card is provided, in the left hand column of which appear the names and numbers of the problems upon which he is engaged, while one vertical column is provided for each working day in the month. These cards go to the
accounting department and hence to the office of the research director where an accumulative record is kept showing the progressive status of work in hand.
This sketch is sufficient without further detail to explain the na-
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nature and scope of routine operating records, as these should be of
benefit to the research laboratory. Punching a time clock may or
may not be a proper formality for a research worker, but it is of
far greater importance that he know himself how the hours intervening between "In" and "Out" are spent. If his time is being
wasted by too much scattering, the daily report card tells its own
story. A glance back over the day's work at its conclusion is a
helpful form of self - discipline.
In the accounting department the time spent in hours as above
reported should be converted into dollars and cents. This involves fixing upon an hourly cost rate for each member of the research laboratory, including salary, overhead and direct expense.
The charges as turned in for time, materials, special supplies and
travel should be accumulated and prorated against the active problems. At the end of the month the research director should have
access to these figures in order to budget intelligently the time of
his group for the coming month, and indirectly gain valuable insight into the cost of certain types of activities as compared with
others.
So far we have considered principles as these may be deemed
essential to the proper functioning of a research laboratory. We
will have to assume that the unit is made up of a capable personnel,
as I refuse to venture into the field of generalizing upon the qualifications to be checked over in employing a research worker. There
remains the work to be done.
As the purposes for which research may be undertaken are diverse, the types of problems are innumerable even within the restrictions of those falling within the classification of cost reduction. A few of the more general headings are:
Utilization or elimination of waste —wood waste.
Utilization of cheaper materials.
Economies in materials.
Developments of specifications.
Improved processes.
Improved products.
It is the business of the research laboratory to effect savings as
these are reflected in manufacturing costs. In this activity it can 1273
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not successfully play a lone hand. Whatever its opportunities may
be, artificial handicaps created by a misalliance in the general organization plan, ignorance of the practical operations upon which
its activities touch, lack of cost data, an illogical selection of its
problems, and an uncontrolled, unsystematic expenditure of both
time and money are almost certain to be forerunners of failure.
Under these adverse conditions in whole or in part, the annual report of the research laboratory is most apt to be pushed tersely
aside with the verdict — "just playing around."
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